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In this paper several nonexistence theorems for nonnegative solutions of semilin-
ear subelliptic Laplace equations and systems in the Heisenberg group are estab-
lished and some interesting integral identities are given. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xRemarkable integral identities discovered by Rellich 12 and Pohozaev
w x10 have played an important role in many contexts in the theory of partial
Ž w x w x w x .differential equations see 2 , 11 , 12 , etc. . More recently, Garofalo and
w xLanconelli in 6 have generalized Rellich and Pohozaev's approach to the
subelliptic context of the Heisenberg group Hn and then treated semilin-
ear equations in Hn.
Our aim in this paper is to consider nonexistence for the problems
yD u s f z , t , u , in V ,Ž .H n 1.1Ž .½ u s 0, on › V ,
and
¡ › G u , ¤ › G u , ¤Ž . Ž .
yD u s , yD ¤ s , in V ,~ H n H n 1.2Ž .› ¤ › u¢
u s ¤ s 0, on › V ,
Ž . Ž .where V is a domain in the Heisenberg group Hn, f z, t, u and G u, ¤
Ž .satisfy some suitable assumptions see the following sections , D is theH n
subelliptic Laplacian on Hn defined as
n
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Ž .4We recall that the elements z, t of Hn satisfy the group law
X X X X Xz , t ? z ? t s z q z , t q t q 2 Im z ? z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
n
X X X Xnz , z g C , t , t g R , z ? z s z z , X , Y j s 1, . . . , n 4 Ž .Ý j j j j
js1
forms a basis for the real Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields which is
given by
› › › ›
X s q 2 y , Y s y 2 x , j s 1, . . . , n.j j j j› x › t › y › tj j
Ž . Ž 2 .There is a natural group of dilations on Hn, d z, t s l z, l t , l ) 0.l
The number Q s 2n q 2 is the homogeneous dimension of Hn and
Ž . < < < < < 2 <1r2 Ž 2 < < 4.1r4d z, t s t q i z s t q z denotes the Heisenberg distance
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .from 0, 0 to z, t . Balls in the distance are given by B z , t s z, t gr 0 0
< Ž . ŽŽ .y1 Ž .. 4Hn d z, t; z , t s d z , t ? z, t - r .0 0 0 0
Ž .The equations in 1.1 may arise as Euler]Lagrange equations of func-
Ž w x w x w x. Ž .tionals related to geometric topics see 6 , 4 , 1 and the study of 1.2 is
Ž .natural. The problem 1.1 has been considered by Garofalo and Lan-
w x w xconelli 6 using variational argument, Zhang and Niu 13 using degree
theory. The case with Sobolev-type critical exponents has also been investi-
w xgated by Niu et al. in 9 .
1, 2Ž .Given an open set V ; Hn. S V denotes the Hilbert space of the
2Ž .functions u g L V such that the distributional derivatives X u, Y u gj j
2Ž . 1, 2L V , j s 1, . . . , n. The norm on S is given by
5 5 2 1, 2 < < 2 < < 2u s = u q u dz dt.Ž .S ŽV . H H n
V
1, 2Ž . ‘Ž .S V denotes the closure of C V in the above norm. Similarly the0 0
2, 2Ž . 2, 2Ž . Ž w x.spaces S V and S V can be defined see 5 .0
w xGarofalo and Lanconelli 6 have deduced a Pohozaev-type identity of
the form
< < 22 A =u ? N Xu dH y = u X ? N dHŽ .H HQy2 H n Qy2
› V › V
< < 2s 2 y Q = u dz dt q 2 Xu D u dz dt , 1.4Ž . Ž .H HH n H n
V V
1 2Ž . Žwhere V ; Hn is a bounded, piecewise C open set, u g G V which
2 2 . Ž .means that u, X u, Y u, X u, Y u: V “ R are continuous in V , A s aj j j j i j
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is a symmetric matrix, a s d , if i, j s 1, . . . , 2n, a s 2 y , if j si j i j 2 nq1, j j
< < 21, . . . , n, a s y2 x , if j s n q 1, . . . , 2n, a s 4 z , N de-2 nq1, j j 2 nq1, 2 nq1
notes the outer unit normal to › V, X is the smooth vector field
n › › ›
X s x q y q 2 t ,Ý j jž /› x › y › tj jjs1
Ž .dH is Q y 2 -dimensional Hausdorff measure on Hn. Then they haveQy2
Ž .studied semilinear equation yD u s f u with homogeneous boundaryH n
Ž .condition. We will generalize 1.4 .
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we establish nonexistence
Ž .results for nonnegative solutions of problem 1.1 with bounded or un-
Ž .bounded domain V. Our results show that 1.4 may be used to obtain an
Ž .important formula 2.5 to semilinear equation with nonlinear term
2Ž . Ž . Ž .f z, t, u . In Sect. 3 we find an integral identity 3.1 of two G V
Ž .functions and present some applications to problem 1.2 . An existence
result for a special class of systems is given in Sect. 4.
Ž .2. NONEXISTENCE TO 1.1
Let V be a connected and d-starshaped domain of Hn with respect to
Ž . Ž w x.z , t g V see 6 .0 0
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. If V is bounded, f z, t, s : V = R “ R is locally Lip-
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žschitz in s and measurable in z, t , f z, t, 0 s 0, f z, t, ? g G V , Xf z,
. 1Ž w ..t, s g L V = 0, ‘ and
u
2QF z , t , u y Q y 2 uf z , t , u q 2 Xf z , t ,s ds F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
when u G 0, 2.1Ž .
Ž . u Ž . Ž .where F z, t, u s H f z, t, s ds, then 1.1 has no nonnegati¤e solution0
2Ž .u g G V , u k 0.
Ž .Proof. Assume that u is a solution of 1.1 , u G 0. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that the origin belongs to V and that X ? N G 0
on › V. It is easy to claim that
2A =u ? NXu dH s = u X ? N dH , 2.2Ž .H HQy2 H n Qy2
› V › V
2





XF z , t , u s Xuf z , t , u q Xf z , t ,s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
we have
y Xuf z , t , u dz dtŽ .H
V
u
s y XF z , t , u dz dt q Xf z , t , s ds dz dtŽ . Ž .H H H
V V 0
u
s y FX ? N dH q div X ? F dz dt q Xf z , t , s ds dz dtŽ .H H H HQy2
› V V V 0
u
s Q F z , t , u dz dt q Xf z , t , s ds dz dt. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
V V 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Replacing 2.2 ] 2.4 in 1.4 yields
2< <= u X ? N dH s 2QF z , t , u y Q y 2 uf z , t , uŽ . Ž . Ž .H HH n Qy2
› V V
u
q2 Xf z , t , s ds dz dt. 2.5Ž . Ž .H
0
w xA similar argument as in 6 shows u ’ 0 in V.
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.1. If f z, t, u s f u , then Xf s 0, so our result includes
w x Ž . Ž .that in 6 . 2.5 is of interest independently and is a generalization of 1.4 .
THEOREM 2.2. Let V ; Hn be connected, unbounded and d-starshaped
Ž . Ž .domain with respect to a point z , t g V. Then problem 1.1 has no0 0
2 1, 2 y1Ž . Ž .nonnegati¤e solution u g G V l S V , u k 0, such that d Xu g
2 1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž w ..L V , if F z, t, u g L V , f g G V , Xf g L V = 0, ‘ , f is locally
Ž . Ž .Lipschitz, f z, t, 0 s 0 and 2.1 holds.
Proof. We may assume that V be d-starshaped with respect to the
Ž .origin by left-translation. Applying 1.4 to the domain V l B , R ) 0, weR
have
< < 2= u X ? N dH q 2 A =u ? N Xu dHŽ .H HH n Qy2 Qy2
› VlB Vl› BR R
dHQy22< <y R = uH H n < <=dVl› BR
< < 2s 2 y Q = u dz dt q 2 Xu D u dz dt . 2.6Ž . Ž .H HH n H n
VlB VlBR R
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An integration by parts gives
< < 2= u dz dt s uA =u ? N dH y u D u dz dtH H HH n Qy2 H n
Ž .VlB › VlB VlBR R R
s uA =u ? N dH q uf z , t , u dz dt.Ž .H HQy2
› B lV VlBR R
Ž Ž ..Observe the following relation cf. 2.4 :
Xu D u dz dtH H n
VlBR
s y Xu ? f z , t , u dz dtŽ .H
VlBR
u
s y XF z , t , u dz dt q f z , t , s ds dz dtŽ . Ž .H H H
VlB VlB 0R R
s Q F z , t , u dz dtŽ .H
VlBR
u
y FX ? N dH q Xf z , t , s ds dz dt.Ž .H H HQy2
Ž .› VlB VlB 0R R
w x  4As in 6 , one can verify for some sequence R , R “ ‘,k k
uA =u ? N dH “ 0,H Qy2
› B lVRk
FX ? N dH “ 0,H Qy2
› B lVRk
A =u ? NXu dH “ 0,H Qy2
› B lVRk
dHQy22< <R = u “ 0.Hk H n < <=d› B lVRk
Ž .Equation 2.6 finally becomes
2< <= u X ? N dH s 2 y Q uf z , t , u q 2QF z , t , uŽ . Ž . Ž .H HH n Qy2
› V V
u
q2 Xf z , t , s ds dz dt. 2.7Ž . Ž .H
0
Now we conclude the result as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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Ž .When V s Hn, from 2.7 , we obtain
< < 2Q y 2 = u dz dt s 2Q F z , t , u dz dtŽ . Ž .H HH n
V V
u
q 2 Xf z , t , s ds dz dt , 2.8Ž . Ž .H H
V 0
which implies the following.
COROLLARY 2.1. If V s Hn, the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satis-
Ž .fied and a nonnegati¤e solution of 1.1 exists, then there exists at least one
u ) 0 such that0
u0
F z , t , u ) 0, Xf z , t , s ds ) 0.Ž . Ž .H0
0
Ž .3. AN IDENTITY AND APPLICATIONS TO 1.2
THEOREM 3.1. Let V ; Hn be a bounded, piecewise C1 open set and
2Ž .u, ¤ g G V . Then
= u ? = ¤ X ? N dH s 2 y Q = u ? = ¤ dz dtŽ .H HH n H n Qy2 H n H n
› V V
q Xu D ¤ dz dt q X¤ D u dz dt .H HH n H n
V V
3.1Ž .
2Ž . Ž .Proof. It suffices to prove 3.1 for u, ¤ g C V . Replacing u q ¤ in
Ž .1.4 leads to
22 A= u q ¤ ? NX u q ¤ dH y = u q ¤ X ? N dHŽ . Ž . Ž .H HQy2 H n Qy2
› V › V
2s 2 y Q = u q ¤ dz dt q 2 X u q ¤ D u q ¤ dz dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HH n H n
V V
that is
A =u ? NX¤ q A =¤ ? NXu dH y = u ? = ¤ X ? N dHŽ .H HQy2 H n H n Qy2
› V › V
s 2 y Q = u ? = ¤ dz dt q Xu D ¤ dz dtŽ .H HH n H n H n
V V
q X¤ D u dz dt. 3.2Ž .H H n
V
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We also need
A =u ? NX¤ dH s A =¤ ? NXu dHH HQy2 Qy2
› V › V
s = u ? = ¤ X ? N dH 3.3Ž .H H n H n Qy2
› V
Ž .and then obtain 3.1 .
< <Indeed, by the fact that =¤ s yN =¤ on › V, we infer
A =u ? NX¤ dH s A =u ? NX ? =¤ dHH HQy2 Qy2
› V › V
< <s A =u ? NX ? yN =¤ dHŽ .H Qy2
› V
s A =u ? =¤ X ? N dH .H Qy2
› V
A simple computation gives
A =u ? =¤ s = u ? = ¤H n H n
Ž .and 3.3 is proved.
Ž . Ž . 1Ž 2 .Now we discuss the problem 1.2 . Let G s, t g C R ; R satisfying
› G › G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i G 0, 0 s 0, 0 s 0, 0 s 0;
› s ›t
› G › G
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii s, t G 0, s, t , s, t G 0;
› s ›t
Ž . Ž .iii there is a g 0, 1 , such that
Q
2G s, t y G s, 0 y G 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž .
Q y 2
› G › G
- at s, t q 1 y a s s, t .Ž . Ž . Ž .
›t › s
Ž .Since one may change a d-starshaped domain w.r.t. z , t to the d-0 0
Ž .starshaped domain w.r.t. 0, 0 by left-translation, in what follows we always
Ž .assume that V is d-starshaped w.r.t. 0, 0 .
THEOREM 3.2. Let V ; Hn be a bounded, d-starshaped and connected
Ž . Ž . Ž .domain w.r.t. the origin. If G satisfies i ] iii abo¤e, then 1.2 has no
2Ž .nontri¤ial solution of G V .
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2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If u, ¤ g G V is a nontrivial solution of 1.2 , then ii and
Ž w x.the strong maximum principle on subelliptic Laplacian cf. Danielli 4
imply
u ) 0, ¤ ) 0, in V .
Ž .Applying 3.1 yields
= u ? = ¤ X ? N dH s 2 y Q = u ? = ¤ dz dtŽ .H HH n H n Qy2 H n H n
› V V
› G › G
y Xu dz dt y X¤ dz dt.H H
› u › ¤V V
3.4Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Multiplying the first second equation of 1.2 by ¤ u and integration by
parts gives
= u ? = ¤ dz dt s ¤G dz dt G 0,H HH n H n ¤
V V
= u ? = ¤ dz dt s uG dz dt G 0.H HH n H n u
V V
On the other hand, using
u › G
G u , ¤ s G 0, ¤ q du,Ž . Ž . H
› u0
› G




y Xu dz dt s y XG u , ¤ y XG 0, ¤ dz dtŽ . Ž .H H
› uV V
s y GX ? N dH q div XG dz dtH HQy2
› V V
q G 0, ¤ X ? N dH y div XG 0, ¤ dz dtŽ . Ž .H HQy2
› V V




y X¤ dz dt s Q G u , ¤ dz dt y Q G u , 0 dz dt.Ž . Ž .H H H
› ¤V V V
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< <Noting =u s yN =u on › V, A is positively semidefinite, we have
< < < <= u ? = ¤ s A =u ? =¤ s AN ? N =u =¤ G 0,Ž .H n H n
and by d-starshapedness of V,
Q 2G u , ¤ y G 0, ¤ y G u , 0 dz dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H
V
s Q y 2 = u ? = ¤ dz dt q = u ? = ¤ X ? N dHŽ .H HH n H n H n H n Qy2
V › V
s Q y 2 a ¤G dz dt q Q y 2 1 y a uG dz dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H¤ u
V V
q = u ? = ¤ X ? N dHH H n H n Qy2
› V
G Q y 2 a ¤G dz dt q Q y 2 1 y a uG dz dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H¤ u
V V
Ž .which is a contradiction with iii .
Ž .Remark 3.1. It is easy to see from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that iii
may be changed.
Ž .X w Ž .x Ž .iii there exists m G Qr Q y 2 and a g 0, 1 such that
m 2G s, t y G s, 0 y G 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž .
- at G s, t q 1 y a sG s, t .Ž . Ž . Ž .t s
Ž . Ž .If we deal with positive solutions of 1.2 , ii can be omitted.
Ž .In particular, G s, t may take the form
1 1p q 2< < < <G s, t s s s q t t , s, t g R ,Ž . Ž .
p q 1 q q 1
where p, q ) 1.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let V ; Hn be as in Theorem 3.2 and assume
1 1 Q y 2
q - .
p q 1 q q 1 Q
Then the problem
< < py1 < < qy1yD u s ¤ ¤ , yD ¤ s u u , in V ,H n H n½ u s ¤ s 0, on › V
2Ž .has no nontri¤ial positi¤e solutions in G V .
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Ž .Proof. Note in iii that
y1b 1 1
a s , b s q .ž /p q 1 p q 1 q q 1
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Let V ; Hn n ) 1 be a bounded smooth and d-





2 < < qy1D u s u u , in V ,H n½ u s D u s 0, on › V ,H n
4 2, 2Ž . Ž .has no nontri¤ial positi¤e solutions in G V l S V .
Proof. Suppose u is a positive solution. Putting
yD u s ¤ , yD ¤ s uq , in V ,H n H n½ u s ¤ s 0, on › V ,
and using the strong maximum principle gives
¤ ) 0, in V .
Ž .By 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, we obtain the desired result to
1 ¤ 2
qq1G u , ¤ s u q .Ž .
q q 1 2
Ž .Remark 3.2. When V s Hn, we obtain from 3.1
Q y 2 = u ? = ¤ dz dtŽ .H H n H n
Hn
s Q 2G u , ¤ y G 0, ¤ y G u , 0 dz dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
Hn
Ž . Ž . Ž .For a nonnegative solution u, ¤ / 0, 0 of 1.2 to exist, one must have
2G u , ¤ y G 0, ¤ y G u , 0 ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .for at least one u , ¤ ) 0.0 .0 0
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At the end of the section, we state a result without proof.
THEOREM 3.3. Let V ; Hn be connected, unbounded and d-starshaped
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž 2 .w.r.t. a point z , t g V. If G u, ¤ , G u, ¤ g C R , R , G , G g0 0 1 2 1 2
1Ž .L V , where
u
G u , ¤ s g s, ¤ ds,Ž . Ž .H1 1
0
¤
G u , ¤ s g u , t dt ,Ž . Ž .H2 2
0
Ž . Ž .g , g is locally Lipschitz, g 0, 0 s g 0, 0 , and1 2 1 2
Q y 2
y ¤g q ug q Q G q G - 0,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 22
then the problem
yD u s g u , ¤ , yD ¤ s g u , ¤ , in V ,Ž . Ž .H n 1 H n 2½ u s ¤ s 0, on › V
2 1, 2 y1Ž . Ž . Ž .has no nonnegati¤e solution u, ¤ g G V l S V such that d Xu,
y1 2Ž .d X¤ g L V .
4. EXISTENCE RESULT
In this section we consider the existence of nontrivial solutions for the
system
yD u s ¤ , yD ¤ s g u , in V ,Ž .H n H n 4.1Ž .½ u s ¤ s 0, on › V .
Our assumptions on g are
1. g : R “ R is locally Lipschitzian.
< Ž . < < < l wŽ . Ž .x2. g s F c s q c, for all s g R, where 1 F l - Q q 4 r Q y 4 ,
if Q G 6.
Ž . Ž . 23. g 0 s 0 and lim sup g s rs - l ,s“ 0 1
Ž 1, 2Ž .. Ž w x.where l is the first eigenvalue of yD , S V see 7 .1 H n 0
1 Ž . Ž .4. There are s ) 0 and 0 F u - such that 0 - G s F u sg s for0 2
< < Ž . s Ž .all s G s , where G s s H g t dt.0 0
By using a variational approach, we obtain the following result.
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Ž . Ž . 2THEOREM 4.1. Assume 1 ] 4 . Let V be a domain with C boundary.
w Ž .x 2, 2Ž .Let s s 2Qr Q q 4 if Q G 6. Then there exists a function u g S V l
1, 2Ž . 2, s Ž . 1, s Ž .S V not identically zero, such that D u g S V l S V and0 H n 0
Ž . s Ž . Ž .g u g L V satisfying 4.1 .
Proof. By means of the embedding properties
S2, 2 V ; LwŽ2 Q.rŽQy4.xŽ .
and
2Q
2, 2 pS V _ L V , for 1 F p -Ž . Ž .0 Q y 4
we can show that the functional
1² :I u s u , u y G u ,Ž . Ž .H2
² :where u, ¤ s HD u ? D ¤ , satisfies the Palais]Smale condition. TheH n H n
Ž . w xargument is a generalization to 4.1 of the one in 3 .
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